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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which rules can be used with Zones?
1.USB serial number
2.Active Directory Site
3.Hardware requirement
4.Terminal Server listener name
A. 1, 2, 3 and 4

B. 1 and 2 only
C. 1, 3 and 4 only
D. 3 and 4 only
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
FTP uses TCP port 21. Telnet uses port 23.
SSH uses TCP port 22.
All protocols encrypted by SSH, including SFTP, SHTTP, SCP,
SExec, and slogin, also use TCP port 22. Secure Copy Protocol
(SCP) is a secure file-transfer facility based on SSH and
Remote Copy Protocol (RCP).
Secure FTP (SFTP) is a secured alternative to standard File
Transfer Protocol (FTP). SMTP uses TCP port 25.
Port 69 is used by TFTP.
SNMP makes use of UDP ports 161 and 162.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which four pieces of information does the Cisco TMS
Provisioning Extension service provide the VCS?
(Choose four.)
A. gateway
B. user
C. dial plan
D. routing rules
E. device
F. zone information
G. FindMe
H. phone book
Answer: B,E,G,H
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are developing a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)
application to display loan types by bank and students by loan
type. You add the following markup segment to the
MainWindow.xaml file. (Line numbers are included for reference

only.)
You need to ensure that the data appears in hierarchical form
in a TreeView control.
What should you do?
A. At line 09, set the Resource Key to LoanList.
At line 15, set the Resource Key to Students.
D At line 09, set the Resource Key to Lender.
At line 15, set the Resource Key to BankList.
B. At line 09, set the Resource Key to BankList.
At line 15, set the Resource Key to Lender.
C. At line 09, set the Resource Key to Students.
At line 15, set the Resource Key to Loan List
Answer: C
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